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Abstract

The advantages provided by the drones with regards to three dimensional mobil-

ity and ease of deployment makes them a viable candidate for 5G and beyond

(B5G) networks. Significant amount of research has been conducted on the

aspect of networking for using drones as base stations to provide different ser-

vices. In this work, we deviate from the traditional use of drones to provide

connectivity and explore the delivery of products through drones in the context

of maintaining social distancing. However, drone delivery process for critical

applications such as delivering medical supplies is vulnerable to attacks such as

impersonation attacks and eavesdropping. The security of drone operation is

important to save the users from any breaches that can lead to financial and

physical losses. To cope with these security issues and to make the delivery

process transparent, we propose a blockchain-based drone delivery system that

registers and authenticates the participating entities including products (med-

ical supplies), warehouse (medical centers) and drones. To this end, we utilize

Ethereum platform for implementation of blockchain and smart contract and
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we present an analysis of different factors that influence the authentication pro-

cess in terms of time and the number of transactions. Furthermore, to make

the communication of a drone with command and control center more secure

and robust, we use machine learning (ML)-based intrusion prevention system

to detect any impersonation attacks with an accuracy of 97%.

Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicles, blockchain, machine learning, fifth

generation (5G) and beyond.

1. Introduction

The number of connected devices have undergone significant growth recently

and they are expected to reach billions by 2030. The concept of massive internet-

of-things (MIOT) envisions several applications which assist in improving dif-

ferent aspects of our lives [1]. To realize the vision of beyond the 5th generation5

(B5G) networks, there are several performance metrics such as high data rates,

reliability and ultra low latency that need to be maintained for ensuring the

desired quality-of-service (QoS). The high data rates and massive connectiv-

ity of devices will lead to extra load on the traditional network infrastructure.

Moreover, due to the geoghraphical spread of the internet-of-things (IoT) de-10

vices, it may not be possible for all the devices to get access to the network.

Therefore, several new avenues have been explored for providing connectivity

to such devices. One solution that has been proposed is to utilize unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs) to provide connectivity to the devices.

UAVs have several characteristics such as ease of mobility, that make them15

a viable candidate for becoming part of the IoT ecosystem. In situations where

IoT devices are not able to gain access to the network infrastructure, the UAVs

can play a vital role in providing connectivity. UAVs can act as base stations

(BSs) to form a UAV cell, where the devices in the cell radius can connect

through UAVs to the core network [2]. The major advantage of UAV BSs is the20

flexibility with which they can provide connectivity in remote locations such

as rural areas. However, in this work we explore an additional use of UAVs as
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means of delivering packages to customers. A lot of work has been conducted

on the connectivity part of the UAVs, but viewing the recent experience of the

pandemic and the idea of social distancing, the delivery through drones has25

gained significant interest of the research community.

In recent times, we have experienced a major threat from the pandemic in

the form of covid 19. The authorities have been grappling with the issue of

providing essential medicines and self-testing kits to the people. Moreover, the

commercial providers have also not been able to serve their customers due to30

social distancing and restrictions on the movement of people. In this scenario,

a drone delivery mechanism can play a vital role in helping to maintain social

distancing while easing the pressures on the delivery of products such as essen-

tial medicines to the people, especially the vulnerable ones. There is a lot of

potential in utilizing drones for delivering essential medicines and testing kits.35

Testing kits can be delivered to the people through drones and they can be re-

turned to the testing centers without the need for the people to physically visit

the centers. The navigation systems have undergone significant improvement in

terms of accuracy, which makes drone-based delivery realizable. Moreover, the

battery optimization and utilization of hybrid power sources for the drones has40

improved the hover time significantly. In this whole process it is important to

ensure the security and integrity of the data shared over the delivery system.

In this work, we explore the use of blockchain for ensuring secure drone-based

delivery.

As the utilization of drones increases for delivering packages, the data sent45

over the delivery management network and the drones themselves will be vul-

nerable to cyber attacks. The advancements in machine learning algorithms

and the advent of AI will make the drone operation more autonomous, hence

making it susceptible to hacking [3]. The hackers can cause significant finan-

cial damage through manipulating the drone operation by adding in malicious50

drones to the network or making the drones deliver the product to a malicious

user. In the context of drone-based delivery, the major retailers and authorities

will be at the receiving end of any loss caused through fraud. In this scenario,
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the concept of blockchain borrowed from the cryptocurrencies, can greatly help

in reducing the risk of cyber attacks [4]. Therefore, in this work, we propose a55

blockchain based drone delivery system to make the order management secure

as deliveries can be products that are critical in nature, e.g., delivery of medical

supplies. Moreover, to stop the eavesdropping drones we utilize an intrusion

prevention system based on ML, where any unusual activity by an unwarranted

drone is sensed and blocked. To be specific, the blockhain will prevent the ad-60

dition of any unregistered drones, products and warehouses along with ensuring

the traceability. However, once the drone has left the warehouse the drone will

be communicating with the warehouse without the involvement of blockchain

network during this communication. The blockhain is not utilised during drone

flight operation because it incurs additional processing and energy utilisation,65

while the drones are battery operated and energy conservation is required to

prolong the flight time. Hence, the communication during drone flight opera-

tion is not secured by blockchain which makes it susceptible to attacks by any

malicious users. We utilise the intrusion prevention system to introduce an extra

layer of security for drone flight operation.70

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a

brief overview of related works with regards to drone delivery and blockchain.

We also highlight the motivation of this work with regards to supplying critical

medicines and testing kits in a pandemic. Section III defines the system model

and the ordering process, starting from the order request to the final delivery. In75

section IV, we present the simulation results, highlighting the impact of different

factors on the transactions and authentication time. Moreover, an insight into

impersonation attacks is also provided. Section V concludes the paper and

provides future research directions.
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2. Related Work and Motivation80

2.1. UAV (Drone) Delivery

The idea of parcel delivery by drones has gained significant traction in recent

times. Amazon Prime air is an example of utilizing drone for logistics, where

the packages are delivered to the customers in their homes [5]. Similarly other

logistics related companies such as DHL and Federal Express have been explor-85

ing the use of drones for parcel delivery. Delivery by drones requires minimal

human effort and can lead towards providing a low cost and efficient solution

for delivery. The battery limitations can hamper it’s operation so it is proposed

that the depot or the warehouse from where the fleet of drones operate should be

closer to the point of operation. Authors in [6] explore the concept of a hybrid90

model involving the truck-drone delivery. However, in this work, we assume a

dense urban scenario where the depots or warehouses are close to the area of

operation and the fleet of drones operates directly from the warehouses. In our

case, the warehouse will be the pharmacy or the health facility that provides

essential medicines and testing kits to people. In the context of the pandemic,95

the proposed system can be very beneficial in providing services to the people

who are vulnerable and have to maintain social distancing.

The concept of drone delivery also complements the concept of sustainable

cities where the delivery through drones will leave lower carbon footprint as

compared to the conventional delivery through trucks. One of the initial efforts100

to introduce delivery service through drones was undertaken by a company called

TacoCopter. The idea of this initiative was to deliver tacos in San Francisco

through drones. However, due to regulatory issues and security concerns the US

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) disallowed it’s use. Drones have been

used for both military and non military applications and the idea of delivering105

food, medicine and general packages is an interesting proposition for retailers

[7]. Future holds great prospects for different business opportunities through

drone delivery. In this work, we address the security issues related to the drone

delivery system and propose a blockchain based framework.
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The main advantages of drones include the ease of movement, flexibility and110

speed. The drones come in various sizes with various battery power capabilities.

Their flight time is dependent on various factors ranging form the speed at which

they are operating to the payload capacity. The delivery through drones is not

affected by the town street planning, which augments its agility as compared

to the delivery by trucks. The energy requirements of the drone are impacted115

by the aforementioned factors, which in turn impacts the hover time. Other

environmental factors such as wind and rain can also impact the hover time. In

this work, motivated by the advantages provided by the drone, we analyse the

utilization of drones for the supply of essential medicines and testing kits to the

people. We explain the proposed system model in detail in Section III.120

The socio-economic impact of delivery through drones can be huge in the

coming times. However, there are several privacy and security issues associated

with its use that need to be catered before the idea is rolled out on a larger

scale. It is imperative that the along with the economic benefits, the security

and integrity of the drone delivery system is ensured. To this end, in this125

paper we explore the concept of blockchain and ML for intrusion prevention for

delivery. There has been considerable research on providing connectivity to the

drones as the drones have the capability to use a transceiver mounted on them

for transmissions [8]. Moreover, the advancement in localisation techniques and

routing protocols has made it easier for drones to navigate through the area and130

realize the delivery services [9] [10]. Several routing and scheduling mechanisms

for drone based networks have been proposed for ensuring an efficient drone

flight operation [11]. These works provide the platform for utilizing the drones

for parcel delivery. Our focus is on addressing the security aspect of the drone

delivery by ensuring that the process from order placement to the final delivery135

is secured. A brief overview of the blockchain and smart contract is provided in

the subsequent section.
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2.2. Blockchain, Escrow and smart contract

Ensuring integrity and security of the data has always been a major chal-

lenge for the network designers, especially in the era of e-commerce where the140

online shopping is increasing and a small security breach can lead to huge fi-

nancial implications. The need for a building a secure network is not limited

to any particular field as it has become an essential ingredient for a majority of

industries. In industrial IoT networks that are involved in sensitive operations

or are collecting data that is sensitive, it is important to ensure security and145

integrity by auditing the operations carried out [12]. In this context, researchers

have proposed different methods to ensure the integrity of the data. One such

effort that paved the way for future was introduced in on January 3rd 2009 with

the invention of bitcoin by Satoshi Nakamoto. Satoshi introduces the concept of

blockchain as a distributed ledger which keeps the record of the different trans-150

actions and events by providing the security to the ever growing list of records

through the cryptography [13]. The most interesting feature of the blockchain

is that it doesn’t depend on the single entity or authority as it is distributed,

therefore, there is no single point of failure. In order to provide the security, it

connects blocks (containing transaction and event information) of the chain in155

such a way that each block stores the hash of the previous block. In this case, if

someone tries to make changes in the ledger they need to make changes in every

block all the way to the genesis blocks. which seems like an impossible task to

manage.

Blockchain possesses some characteristics which are mentioned as follows:160

• Integrity

• Decentralization

• Auditability

These three characteristics of the blockchain have made it quite popular for

utilization in cryptocurrencies.165
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Smart contract is a computer program that replicates the idea of a contract

between two or more parties. The term was introduced by a computer scientist

named Szabo in the 1990s. The initial idea was to utilise the concepts involved

in paper based contracts and developing a digital solution that introduces more

features, making the system secure, efficient and trustworthy.170

The program binds the parties to the contract in order to ensure successful

execution and minimising the risk of parties backing out of the contract[14]. The

utility of smart contracts in more pronounced in transactions where there is no

third party involved in the transaction as a guarantor and only the parties to

the contract establish a smart contract to realize the transaction. The interest175

and development of blockchain has brought the concept of smart contract at the

forefront for applications such as e-voting, medical and banking. The blockchain

technology introduced decentralization along with a trusted environment for the

execution of smart contracts. The deployment of smart contracts on blockchain

makes the contract robust with regards to any tampering, which is due to the180

fact that the execution of contract is undertaken by individual parties without

any centralized control.

The smart contract also ensures that the contract is executed only when

certain conditions are met. The cryptocurrency Bitcoin is one of the examples

of such a system, where the transactions are approved only if certain precondi-185

tions are met [15]. Ethereum is a widely used blockchain platform that is used

to develop smart contracts using the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM). EVM

provides an environment for dynamic implementation of smart contracts by al-

lowing the nodes in the Ethereum network to run the EVM implementation.

The popularity of Ethereum for developing smart contracts is due to the fact190

that it supports decentralized applications.

Motivated by aforementioned technologies, the aim of this work is to explore

the utility of smart contracts for drone delivery of essential medicines and testing

kits. The provision of such essential supplies in the pandemic can be managed by

drone delivery but the security issues may dissuade the users from using drones.195

Moreover, it is imperative that the testing kits and the essential medicines are
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supplied to the authorised customer and the identification process of each item

and every customer is robust enough to avoid security issues. In the subsequent

section, we highlight the contributions of this work.

2.3. Drone Security and Contributions of this work200

The increase in the applications related to drones has led to an interest in ad-

dressing the security aspect of the drone operation. The communication between

the BS and the drones can be compromised due to the involvement of any eaves-

dropping nodes. Physical layer security (PLS) techniques have been explored to

secure the wireless links from any eavesdroppers. Identifying the eavesdropper205

and employing jamming to improve the PLS is one of the techniques that has

been explored to secure the communications between peer-to-peer (P2P) wire-

less links [16]. A drone-based jammer is different from the conventional ground

jammers due to it’s ability to move in 3D space, making it more effective against

jamming eavesdroppers. The cryptographic approaches have not been consid-210

ered as highly effective for drone-based networks, especially in scenarios where

the mathematical model behind the cryptographic approach can be easily deter-

mined [17]. Thereby the focus has been directed towards physical layer security

that addresses a secure transmission design. The presence of drone jammers

provide an apt solution for network environments where the drone base station215

is transmitting to multiple users in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers.

Most of the solutions with regards to the drone security address the PLS in

2D space, which makes it a simplistic approach towards providing security for

drone operation. Providing security in 3D space is more complex as the eaves-

droppers can also move in 3D space. The change in the position of malicious220

nodes in 3D space makes the security aspect more complex. Regular updates

regarding the prediction of position of malicious nodes can incur extra over-

head and compromise the overall secrecy performance. Moreover, the drones

may be flying in high altitude or low altitude, which can impact the secrecy

performance [18]. The trajectory of the drones and the transmit power can be225

optimized to improve the secrecy performance [19]. The trajectory can be de-
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signed as such that the transmitter receiver pairs are aligned for transmissions

by avoiding transmissions towards any malicious nodes. Moreover, the transmit

power plays an important role in determining the secrecy performance. Opti-

mizing the transmit power can ensure that the eavesdroppers cannot decode the230

transmissions due to the propagation characteristics.

Authentication of drones through radio frequency identification (RFID) is

one of the methods that can ensure that only the authorized drones can become

a part of the network [20]. The authorization of drones can help in identifying

if any eavesdroppers are trying to gain access to the network. However, the235

RFIDs can be cloned by the nodes to act as legitimate nodes and compromise

the security of the network. Blockchain can be utilised to provide secure com-

munications for drones. The authors in [21] present the utilisation of blockchain

for secure routing for drones to block the malicious nodes in a drone swarm. Our

work focuses on using the blockchain for another application of drones, where240

the delivery of essential medical supplies is carried out through the drones.

In this work, we propose a blockchain-based drone delivery management

system in the context of a pandemic or situations where social distancing needs

to be maintained. Our work is different from the aforementioned works on PLS

as we motivate the use of blockchain for drone delivery and consider the end-to-245

end order management system. The aforementioned works don’t consider the

specific security issues related to drone delivery such as impersonation attacks

and authorization. We present a comprehensive model for drone delivery and

consider the utilization of intrusion prevention system based on machine learning

to identify any malicious nodes. The main contributions of this work are as250

follows:

• We propose a blockchain-based system for parcel delivery, where all the

entities such as drones, warehouses and products are registered over the

blockchain.

• We introduce robustness to the drone flight operation by utilizing a ML-255

based intrusion prevention system to block any eavesdropping nodes from
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compromising the communication between the drone and the warehouse.

• We use an Ethereum platform for the deployment of the smart contract

with blockhain for carrying out the registration and verification process.

• We present an analysis of different factors that influence the authentication260

process in terms of time and the number of transactions.

Our distributed blockchain-based proposed model builds the mutual trust

between the participating entities and helps in mitigating the denial of

service and single point of failure. The registration process is undertaken

at the supplier side where sufficient energy resources are available. How-265

ever, during the drone flight operation the blockchain is not employed for

the communication between the drone and the warehouse due to energy

constraints at the battery powered UAV. Thus, we utilise a ML-based in-

trusion detection system to provide additional robustness during the flight

operations.270

Figure 1: Drone-based delivery
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3. System Model

In this section, we present the system model and explain the overall trans-

mission flow, starting form order placement to the final delivery. The model

addresses the delivery for medical supplies or testing kits in case of a pandemic

or otherwise. Fig. 1 shows the main concept behind the idea, where a dense275

urban environment is assumed and there are several warehouses (health facili-

ties or pharmacies) in the area. Every warehouse is assigned a fleet of drones

according to the demands within the radius of that warehouse. It is assumed

that the drones possess the required strength to carry the payload to the cus-

tomer, where the payload consists of medicines or testing kits. The demand for280

the particular service is initiated by the customer. In our work, we consider two

services that are available to the customers:

• Premimum Service: This service is an urgent service where the order of

the customer is give priority. This service can be provided to vulnerable

customers or those in need of immediate supply of medicines or testing285

kits.

• Normal Service: A delay tolerant service where the orders don’t need to

be delivered urgently. Such service can be provided to customers

Integrity and auditability is necessary while delivering products as the order

goes through different steps, starting from order processing at the warehouse290

and transportation to the customer. The whole process in vulnerable to security

issues if a robust mechanism is not put in place to block any malicious requests.

For example, an unwarranted drone can sabotage the delivery process. Or the

drone can be induced into delivering the product to the unauthorised customer.

In our case, as the delivery parcels comprise of medicines and testing kits, it295

is important that the overall order management is secure and conforms to the

GDPR regulations. We need a mechanism that can provide integrity to the

delivery process information and can also help us in auditing of supplies. The

mechanism should also be able to authenticate the drones to avoid any malicious
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drone coming into the network that can sabotage the process by launching300

different kind of attacks such as impersonation attack. Therefore, we leverage

the concept of blockchain and propose a smart contract based mechanism to

handle the orders in a secure manner. Later, we also discuss the ML-based

intrusion prevention system for blocking malicious drones.

The overall system flow chart describing the order management is presented305

in fig 2.

Figure 2: System Flow Chart

As it can be observed in the flow chart, first, we need to register the products

on the blockchain. These products can only be get registered if the transaction
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is made by the command and control (C & C) centre. If the registration request

is not made by the C&C the smart contract would not be able to store data310

on the blockchain and reject the registration request. Our system comprises of

two smart contracts; first one handles the delivery procedures for the products,

and the second one deals with the efficient payment procedure. As our model

specifically addresses the scenario where the customers are delivered the self-

testing kits, we consider that the testing kits are returned by the customers315

through the same drone. In the sequel, we explain the registration process

followed by the product tracking.

3.1. Registration

The first smart contract consists of two main functions. The first function

handles the authentication and verification of the UAVs. All the UAVs which are320

part of the network are assigned with a 20-byte unique address. We mapped the

information related to each UAV against this address and store this information

on the blockchain. The information that is stored on the blockchain includes

the UAV Model ID and information about its flying domain. The smart con-

tract function takes this information as an input and maps it against a 20-Byte325

Ethereum ID. The gas used by this UAV registration function can be managed

by controlling the length of the string information which we are giving as an in-

put to our UAV registration function. If the number of characters used to specify

the flying domain and its Model ID are higher then higher will be the gas used

by this function. Once we have registered the UAV by using the registration330

function, we can authenticate our UAVs to verify that if the available UAV is

eligible to pick up the product for the delivery or not. In order to authenticate

the UAV, all that is needed is the Ethereum address related to UAV that is

requesting for the permission to pick up the specified product. This Ethereum

address is then matched with the addresses present in the authenticated UAVs335

address list. A positive match triggers a go ahead for the UAV to deliver the

product. This address can also help in identifying if the UAV is flying in its

designated area or not.
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We have also taken into consideration the fact that an attack can be initiated

where the attacker can change the home address of the UAV and make it land340

at any other place than it’s warehouse or the delivery address. This attack

can compromise the integrity of the system and can lead to the product being

stolen. Especially when we consider medical supplies or testing kits, we want

to ensure that any such attacks are identified and the network is robust enough

to counter such attacks.345

In order to add a layer of security for the UAVs and to keep the product

delivery secure, our model stores the UAV home address on the blockchain

so that it becomes impossible to change until and unless the such request is

authorised by the C&C. A similar process is undertaken to register the products

at the warehouses by taking the information as an input of the smart contract350

and mapping it against unique address which is assigned to it.

3.2. Product Tracking

It is important for the warehouse to keep the track of the product, not

only to ensure that the product is delivered but also to update the recipient

of the product delivery status. We need a robust mechanism to keep track355

of the information shared by the UAV that is delivering the product and we

want to ensure that the information related to the delivery cannot be modified

arbitrarily by any eavesdropper. This is where blockchain comes into play, in

order to track the information related to each product which is on route or

delivered. The product is considered to be delivered when it is digitally signed360

by the receiver of the product. We designed a function in our smart contract

to handle this type of information related to the product. The function takes

the information which includes the departure time of the product when it leaves

from the warehouse as well as the arrival time when it reaches some other

warehouse or reaches the customer. The function takes this information as an365

input and maps it against the ID assigned to each product. To make sure that

the information is coming from the right source or from the right person, we

deploy a check to authorize. If the information is coming from the authorized
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source, then the status of the variables related to the product transportation

gets updated on the Blockchain. Otherwise the transaction will be denied and370

the information about the product transportation on the blockchain will not be

updated. All the information associated to each product ID can be retrieved

from the Blockchain by providing the product ID in the call function designed

in our smart contract.

3.3. Escrow Payments375

The issues related to monetary transactions can hinder the smooth order

management. For example, a customer orders a product but on delivery they

refuse to claim the product or can claim that it is not the desired product. In

such scenarios, the customer can refuse to pay the dues for delivery. On the

other hand, the warehouse can refuse to refund the money on the pretext that380

the delivery conforms to the order placed by the customer. In such a scenario,

to make the system more reliable so that it can be trusted by the customers, we

utilize a mechanism for money transfers related to the product. Escrow can be

a good solution to these kind of issues [22]. Escrow services are now playing a

major role with regards to the blockchain [23]. Escrow acts as a representative385

for the parties involved in the transaction. It dispenses money or documents as

a neutral third party. The money or documents submitted to the Escrow are

not released until the conditions of both parties in the transaction are not met.

In our model, the second smart contract is basically an escrow contract to

build a trusted method of the payment between the seller and the buyer. In390

this smart contract the buyer deposits its money to a neutral authority (escrow)

to order the product. The authority confirms the order once it receives the

money. When the product is delivered from the seller to the buyer and the state

variable associated to the transportation of the product gives the confirmation

of the product delivery, the neutral authority transfers the deposited amount to395

recipient, which in our case is the warehouse. In our designed smart contract,

only the neutral authority can allow refunds to the buyer. In the instances where

the warehouse is late on delivering the product or the quality of the product
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is compromised the customer can refuse to accept delivery. In this case, the

warehouse doesn’t have access to the deposited money and can only get access400

once the order is being cleared by the customer. The Escrow flow diagram is

presented in the Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Escrow Flow Chart

4. Simulation Results

In this section, we explain the assumptions of our simulation model and

present the simulation results. We assume that the drones have ubiquitous405

connectivity. The warehouses are spread in the area and are assumed to be

close to major delivery areas. The drones are assumed to be possessing the

capability to carry the payload. As discussed earlier, two types of services can

be requested by the customer: the premium service and the normal service.

A significant amount of research has been done on drone localization, making410

the drone trajectory more and more precise. In this work, we assume that the

drones follow the assigned path for delivery.
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Fig. 4 provides a block diagram of the registration process, where mapping

of different information is done against the Ethereum address associated with

the specific UAV. The figure provides the list of functions employed for the order415

management and storing the information over the blockchain. The flying area

(the designated limits of the drone flight), ℎ><4033A4BB (address of home ware-

house where UAVs can return for charging or in case of emergency), *�+2 ;0BB

(provides information about the type of UAV) and the UAV eligibility which

is a binary variable highlighting if the eligibility takes the value ’true’ or false’420

depending on if the UAV is registered or not. Once all the information against

the associated UAV Ethereum address is stored, the associated address is stored

into the array of registered addresses for authentication in future. Other infor-

mation that is stored is the warehouse location (,�!>20C8>=), the eligibility of

the warehouse with regards to registration. This information is also stored in an425

array of registered warehouse addresses. The products undergo registration by

being assigned with a produce ID (%��)and mapping the warehouse at which

the product is stored. The quantity and the type of product is also stored as

shown in the figure.

After deploying the smart contract, the transactions are sent on personal430

ethereum blockchain using web interface and observes the gas used by each

function. Fig. 5 provides an insightful look at no of transactions a single block

can accommodate for registration purposes while having a specific gas limit.

The aim is to observe as to how quickly a piece of information can get on the

blockchain ledger. Number of transactions which a single block can accommo-435

date is purely the function of the block gas limit. It can be observed that as

the block gas limit increases, the number of transactions that a single block can

accommodate also increases. From a designer’s perspective, this graph provides

insights into the magnitude with which the number of transactions increase for

different registration function that are part of the smart contract. In our case,440

the registration functions include the UAV registration, the warehouse regis-

tration and the product (testing kit or medicine) registration. The purpose of

including the warehouse registration is to ensure that the system is scalable. For
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Figure 4: Registration functions flow chart

example, if an ad-hoc warehouses such as mobile health centers or pharmacies

are introduced, the proposed solution will initiate the registration process for445

such additions and also register the corresponding fleet of drones.

4.1. Order Placement Transactions

If we observe the procedure shown in the flow chart in Fig. 2, we can

observe the number of transactions required for the delivery of a single product.

In our model, a single product delivery will consume two transactions. One450

transaction for the tracking information and one for the escrow payment(in our

model we consider the escrow transactions as a single transaction for the product

delivery). If we need to avoid the impersonation, we have to make sure that

the true available entities have to request for the authentication by itself so we

could be able to verify that entity properly.455
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Figure 5: Ethereum Gas Analysis

Fig. 6 shows the rate of increase in the number of transactions increases with

the increase in the no of delivery products. Moreover, this figure also helps in

analysing the impact on the number of transactions due to any impersonation

attacks. It can be observed from the figure that the delivery mechanism, which

is tackling with the impersonation attack (a drone can steal information from a460

registered drone and can pretend as a registered drone using this information)

of the drones, require more no of transactions. A new transaction is needed to

make sure that drones ready to pick up the product for delivery is providing

valid credentials for the authentication. It can be done by adding a new function

in the smart contract, which each drone must execute to show its availability465

for the product before requesting the authentication. Only those drones can get

access to the function, which are part of the blockchain network and registered

in the first place. This function on the blockchain will consume some gas units,

limiting the number of transactions for verification, with a block depending on

the block gas limit. If we observe the bar graph for different number of products470

and block gas, we can observe the increase in the number of transaction required

to tackle the impersonation attacks. For instance, if we observe at the number
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of products at 100, we can identify that 200 transactions are needed for the case

with no impersonation attacks. However, if there is an impersonation attack,

the number of transactions for the same block gas rises approximately to 300475

transactions. Moreover, Fig. 6 also provides the information about the no of

verification requests that each block can accommodate, where such requests are

executed by the drones to avoid impersonation.
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Figure 6: Transactions

In our model, we used the blockchain to not only provide the integrity to our

delivery process but also to add a layer of security to our UAVs by providing480

a blockchain based authentication and verification mechanism. Moreover, we

are also storing the home address for each UAV on the blockchain to make it

robust against any unwarranted changes. The UAVs only accept the information

coming from the C&C. Otherwise, the updation process for the blockchain is not

initiated. Additionaly, as mentioned earlier, we also cater to the impersonation485

attacks. Fig. 7 provides an insight into tackling the impersonation attack. The

entity requesting authentication is required to inform the blockchain network by

calling a function designed in the smart contract. The entities have to call that

function before requesting the standard authentication, where each entity needs
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to provide the information associated with it. It can be observed from the figure490

that without impersonation handling, all the registered entities can enter into

the system, without looking into the entity’s identities that are providing the

information for the authentication. Once we handle the impersonation attack by

adding functions in our smart contract, we can observe from the graph that the

system is not allowing all the entities to be authorised, even if they provided the495

relevant information with regards to the delivery order. Therefore, the proposed
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system can detect an impersonation attack.

Fig. 8 provides us the information about the time required to authenticate

the requested entities, which depends on the system speed. To authenticate

an entity, the provided ID is compared to the list of registered entities to see500

if the entity is available. In this figure, the authentication time is plotted for

different number of registered users array. The registered users array refers to

the collection of IDs that are registered in the system, and any authentication

request is compared with those registered IDs. It is important to note that the

authentication time doesn’t necessarily double when the number of registered505

users array is doubled. For example, if we observe the plot for 10 registered

users array at 15 number of entities requesting authentication, we can identify

the authentication time of 0.324 ms. Similarly, if we observe the plot for 20

registered users, we observe an authentication time of 0.346 ms. From this

figure, it can be seen that authentication time is increasing with the increase510

in the number of requested entities. This figure is important from a system

designer’s perspective, providing insights into the authentication time required

for a particular scenario involving a particular size of registered users and the

numbers of entities requested.

While analyzing the smart contract functions behavior on the public Ethereum515

network, the transaction fee can be an essential factor as high transaction fees

can increase the overall system’s cost. The transaction fee is extracted using the

gas consumed by each transaction Fig. 9 explains how the combined transaction

fees is rising with the increase in the number of transactions. If we observe at

number of transactions=30, we can identify that UAV registration incurs the520

highest transaction fee, followed by warehouse registration and product regis-

tration. In the next section, we address the issue of attacks from unwarranted

drones to enter the communication network of drones and analyse a machine

learning- based attack detection.
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4.2. Machine learning based attack detection525

Securing the communication between the drones and C&C is also very crucial

in order to provide the secure delivery to the customer and to protect our system

from external intrusions. In order to detect the intrusion, we utilise the data set

for the intrusion detection for the drones given in [24]. This dataset captures

the uplink and donwlink traffic and the total traffic flow between drones and530

the central communication point, which is the C&C in our case. The statistical

measures that are extracted from this dataset include mean, median, standard

deviation, kurtosis and mean square. We trained different SVM classifiers using

different set of settings and compared them to analyze the performance. The

aim is to detect any anomalies in the data being generated in the system and535

detect if the messages are being generated by the drones or an unwarranted

intrusion is trying to access the communication.
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Classifier Accuracy TPR

Linear SVM 97.0% 96.0%

Quadratic SVM 97.5% 98.0%

Fine Gaussian SVM 97.3% 98.0%

Medium Gaussian SVM 97.5% 98.0%

Coarse Gaussian SVM 97.0% 97.0%

We can observe from the table that the highest accuracy is provided by quadratic

support vector machine (SVM) and medium gaussian SVM. We have shown540

the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the two classifiers which

have shown the maximum accuracy. We also highlight the area under the curve

(AUC), where AUC measures the performance of classification in terms of prob-

ability, across all possible classification thresholds. It can be observed that the

detection of access into the network by any unwarranted drones can be achieved545

with a high accuracy. This provides an added robustness against malicious

drones in the proposed model. This is important in the context of the proposed

model, where the critical products such as medicines and testing kits are being

delivered. Any malicious intrusion that tries to enter the communication system

between drones and the C&C should be detected so that550

Figure 10: ROC Curve Medium Gaussian SVM
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Figure 11: ROC Curve Quadratic SVM

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

In this work, we explore the utilization of drones for product delivery. We

motivate the blockchain-based model for authentication and registration to make

the delivery process secure and transparent, especially for delivery in critical ap-

plications such as medical supplies. We present a transmission flow model which555

explains the order placement and delivery. The Ethereum platform is utilized

for implementation of blockchain and smart contract. An analysis is presented

to identify the impact of a change in the number of entities on the number of

transactions and the authentication time. Furthermore, we demonstrate how

the proposed machine learning (ML)-based intrusion prevention system is able560

to detect an impersonation attacks during the drone flight operation.

As a future direction to this work, the drone trajectory optimization and

path planning can be added to enhance the efficiency of the delivery system

and to make the system more autonomous. Moreover, the time optimization

of delivery process in case of multiple deliveries through a single drone can be565

pursued. This optimization can consider factors such as drone size, product

type, flight environment and multiple other factors. Another factor that can

be analysed include the energy efficiency of drones for the delivery to increase
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the overall flight time. The proposed system in this work focuses on delivery

of medical supplies, where the identify of the customers can be confidential.570

Therefore, a privacy preserving mechanism is required to avoid revealing the

identity of the customers.
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